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10 Tips when installing a Beyond Platinum Remote Control Extender:
GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED:
Receiver –
UFO Shaped device
Transmitter Battery –
Transmitter sleeve with one rechargeable battery inserted in it
Component –
DSTV/DVD/AMPLIFIER/MVIX...etc
1. Your kit comes with TWO 2/3 rechargeable batteries. Each one has been flash (partially)
charged. Upon installation we recommend charging the one 2/3 battery while using the
other 2/3 battery in your remote control. Once the battery is fully charged the red light
will go off on the UFO receiver and we recommend swopping the flash charged battery
that you are currently using in your remote control with the fully charged battery.
2.

Ensure that you insert the battery in the transmitter sleeve and in the recharging
station the correct way! Top of battery (side with a tip) is + and the flat bottom is -.

3. Remove one standard battery from your remote control and replace with the Beyond
Platinum Transmitter battery. If your remote control uses AA batteries, use the white
adapter sleeve provided with your kit.
4. Some remote controls “prefer” the transmitter battery in the left battery slot and some
in the right battery slot. Once you have plugged in and positioned your receiver, your
remote with the transmitter battery inserted in it should work. If not, try switching the
battery slot that has the transmitter battery in it.
5. Ensure that you use a decent 2 prong plug adapter that makes a good connection for the
transformer that plugs into the plug point in your wall and then into the receiver.
6. Your Receiver needs to see the component that you wish to control. In the event that
the receiver needs to be behind the component it is controlling, the kit does come with a
single eye emitter. This will plug into the back of the receiver labelled “emitter cable”.
Run the eye to the front of the component, remove the tape on the back of the eye and
stick the eye on the front of the component where it receives the IR signal.
7. A few components do respond better when an eye is being used. If this is the case, the
receiver can be left where it is and the eye can be plugged in and run to the front of the
component.
8. Some components will not operate perfectly when they receive two IR signals from a
remote control. If you are using your remote (with the transmitter battery in it) in the
same room as the component you are controlling, try place some prestick over the tip of
your remote control. This will ensure that only one the IR signal from the UFO shaped
receiver is received by the component and not the IR signal from your remote control.
9. Beneath the Receiver you will find two rechargeable battery slots. The smaller of the two
is for the 2/3 rechargeable battery. The larger is for a AAA transmitter battery. Charging
is often exponentially faster when recharging ONE battery at a time.
10. A fresh fully charged standard battery and a fully charged Beyond Platinum battery in
your remote control makes the world of difference in the perfect operation of the Beyond
Platinum Remote Control Extender.
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